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A l i ya H
Welcome to Gush Etzion! Aliyah is at once a privilege and yet a challenge, both 
rewarding and demanding. Making Aliyah entails not only physically relocating 
but also an adjustment to a new set of cultural norms and  economic realities, 
not to mention a new language and, very likely, a new career path.   The following 
booklet is a compilation of useful information about employment in Israel, tips 
from experienced olim and local business owners as well as information on how 
to find employment opportunities in Gush Etzion.    

ALIYAH Benefits (זכויות עליה)
To incentivize Aliyah and assist olim with their transition, the State of 
Israel offers a number of benefits to new olim through THE MINISTRY OF 
ABSORPTION (Misrad Haklita). It is important to be aware of the benefits and 
rights you are entitled to as an Oleh. Some benefits are simple and easy to use while 
others may require technical knowledge and contextual understanding that take 
time and experience “in the system” to actualize. Be aware that each benefit may be 
valid for only a specific time-period, apply under particular circumstances and/or 
be subject to change. 

Ministry of Absorption -  (משרד הקליטה)
The Ministry of Absorption  is called “Misrad Haklita” in Hebrew. Aliyah 
benefits and special services for olim are processed through this office.  
Their WEBSITE is generally well-maintained, updated regularly and available 
in no fewer than six languages, including ENGLISH! 

It is recommended to read up on up on the various services and benefits available to 
Olim and being in touch with a representative from Misrad Haklita so you will always 
be well-informed and up-to-date regarding you Aliyah rights and benefits. See below 
for a brief description of the benefits and services currently available to olim. 

https://www.gov.il/he/departments/ministry_of_aliyah_and_integration
https://www.gov.il/he/departments/ministry_of_aliyah_and_integration
http:// https://www.gov.il/he/departments/ministry_of_aliyah_and_integration
https://www.gov.il/en/departments/ministry_of_aliyah_and_integration
https://www.gov.il/en/departments/ministry_of_aliyah_and_integration
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http://archive.jewishagency.org/sites/default/files/Click%20here%20to%20view%20your%20aliyah%20benefits%20at%20a%20glance.pdf

Get to know your local branch!
The Jerusalem District branch of Misrad Haklita provides service for Gush 
Etzion residents. CLICK HERE for their website. 
Address: Mevo Ha-matmid 4, Jerusalem  מבוא התמיד 4, ירושלים

Phone number:  1599-500-923
E-Mail: JERUSALEMCONTACT@MOIA.GOV.IL

To make an appointment with Misrad Haklita you must coordinate in advance. 
Call the number above to schedule an appointment or schedule an appointment 
online by clicking the “To Schedule an Appointment >>” button on top or 
bottom left of the contact page listed above. 

Reminder: It is important to bring your te’udat oleh, te’udat zehut, and any 
other relevant original documents to any meeting with Misrad Haklita.

Free transportation from the airport 

•  6 monthly payments from time of arrival

Free health insurance  •  For up to 1 year for non-working Olim

Aliyah programs for young Olim  •  Initial 5 months in Israel 

Free ulpan  •  Available for a 5-10 month period
within 10 years of Aliyah date 

 

Arnona discount  •  

Rental Assistance  •  4 years of assistance beginning in the 8th month following Aliyah 

 purchase of locally made goods in Israel 
and import or local purchase of a car  •  For 3 years following date of Aliyah 

University studies  •  Begin studies within 3 years following date of Aliyah (age and other restrictions apply)

  •  For 3 1/2 years following date of Aliyah 

Property Purchase Tax  •  One-off reduction within 7 years following Aliyah

Mortgage Assistance  •  Once-off assistance during the 15 years following Aliyah 

5 m
onths

6 m
onths

3 years

4 years

5 years

7 years

10 years

15 years

3.5 years

2 years

1 year

A
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A l i ya H  B e n e f i t s

https://www.gov.il/en/departments/bureaus/aliyah_and_integration_jerusalem
mailto:JerusalemContact%40moia.gov.il%0D?subject=
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Employment Division
THE MINISTRY OF ABSORPTION EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT is dedicated 
to helping olim with vocational integration. Their services include: guiding and 
counseling for successful absorption in employment, vocational ulpan, licensing and 
retraining courses, a voucher program for vocational courses, and assistance in job 
placement. Recently, they began recognizing artists and athletes as professions and 
even offer benefits to olim who are aspiring to be career artists or professional athletes. 

Ulpan
Learning Hebrew is the single most important skill to help new olim integrate 
into Israeli society and can open the door to many employment opportunities. 
Misrad Haklita offers a free intensive Hebrew course called “Ulpan” for new 
olim within their first 18 months post-Aliyah. Registration is through your 
local Misrad Haklita branch.  CLICK HERE for more info.

Upon completion of “Ulpan Alef” olim who are interested in continuing their formal 
study of Hebrew are offered a “Vocational Hebrew” Ulpan – Hebrew studies with 
a vocational orientation, emphasizing professional aspects of the language.

For olim looking to enter a field that requires professional certification there are 
field-specific “Advanced Hebrew for Regulated Professions Ulpans” focused on 
teaching olim professional terminology and preparing them for their licensing 
exam. CLICK HERE for more information on the Advanced and Vocational Ulpans.  
Registration is through the local Ministry of Absorption office in Jerusalem.     

In addition, there are periodically ulpan courses offered in Gush Etzion through 
the local municipality. Check in with your Aliyah representative at the Moetza 
for up-to-date information about local ulpan programs starting soon in the Gush. 

Be in touch now to join Ulpan Alef/Aleph+ on Monday and Wednesday evenings 
at Matnas Gush Etzion that runs through March 2020. 

https://www.gov.il/en/departments/Units/employment_maya
https://www.gov.il/en/Departments/General/ulpan_main
https://www.gov.il/en/departments/general/vocational_hebrew
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The Student Authority (מנהל הסטודנטים)
As an oleh you may be eligible for assistance from the Student Authority 
(Minhal Hastudentim) if you choose to learn in an accredited university or 
college. Their services include providing information and running to special 
programming to help immigrant students transition. In addition, eligible olim 
can apply for a scholarship that covers the standard cost of university tuition. 
CLICK HERE to learn about the conditions of eligibility for student assistance. 
CLICK HERE to apply for a scholarship. 

The voucher program
In order to facilitate the professional integration of olim, the Misrad Haklita 
offers a Voucher Project, with the objective of broadening the range of 
professional choices available to Olim. The voucher will cover up to 7,000 
shekels (but no more than 80% of the total cost) for the professional training 
courses of your choice in an extremely wide variety of fields. The voucher is 
valid for ten years following Aliyah. 

Registration for the voucher program is through your local Mirad Haklita. For  Gush 
Etzion residents that would be Jerusalem. CLICK HERE for more information. 

Over 4,000 different courses throughout the country that have been approved 
for the voucher program. CLICK HERE  to view the complete list. 

You can request this subsidy towards a training course at virtually any 
recognized institution by following the instructions on the above link.  

Remarkably, Nefesh B’Nefesh features more available information on their 
website about this program than Misrad Haklita itself. CLICK HERE for NBN’s 
detailed summary of the voucher program.

https://www.gov.il/en/Departments/General/students_eligibility
https://www.gov.il/en/service/online_application_administration_assistance_for_immigrant_students
https://www.gov.il/en/departments/general/voucher_project
https://www.gov.il/Apps/Moia/OnlineForms/courses/en
https://www.nbn.org.il/aliyahpedia/employment-israel/employee-compensation-rights-benefits-israel/voucher-program-for-olim-and-toshavim-chozrim/
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Nefesh B’nefesh (NBN)
For North American olim,  Nefesh B’Nefesh is an essential resource. NBN is a 
non-profit organization dedicated to aiding and guiding North American Olim 
through the process of Aliyah and integration into Israeli society. They offer 
personal assistance with many aspects of the Aliya transition and have an 
informative and updated website, an active job board and much more to offer. 

NEFESH B’NEFESH’S WEBSITE features, among other things, a lot of useful 
information about Aliyah benefits. Check out the NBN ALIYAH BENEFITS FOR 
OLIM CHADASHIM GUIDE, featuring synopses of various benefits along with 
links to relevant government offices. 

There are separate pages for each category of olim, each with a unique set of benefits. 
MISHPACHOT OLIM
FORMER A-1 VISA HOLDER 
KTINIM CHOZRIM
EZRACHIM OLIM

CLICK HERE for the technical definition of each category as defined by Misrad Haklita.

More from NBN: 
CLICK HERE  for the Oleh Benefits Section of their very useful Aliyah Guide.

QUALITA provides support and resources for French olim.

http://nbn.org.il/
https://www.nbn.org.il/aliyahpedia/government-services/aliyah-benefits-olim-chadashim/
https://www.nbn.org.il/aliyahpedia/government-services/aliyah-benefits-olim-chadashim/
https://www.nbn.org.il/aliyah-benefits-for-mishpachot-olim-oleh-and-toshav-chozer/
https://www.nbn.org.il/aliyah-benefits-for-former-a-1-visa-holders/
https://www.nbn.org.il/aliyah-benefits-for-ktinim-chozrim/
https://www.nbn.org.il/aliyah-benefits-for-ezrachim-olim/
https://www.gov.il/en/Departments/Guides/eligibility_for_assistance_definitions
https://www.nbn.org.il/next-steps/oleh-benefits/
http://qualita.org.il/he/%D7%A7%D7%A2%D7%9C%D7%99%D7%98%D7%94/
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T r a n s i t i o n i n g  y o u r  C a r e e r 
If you are making Aliyah with a professional career in your previous country, 
you will need to adapt your career path to your new surroundings. In this 
chapter you will find  information on transferring credentials and useful tips on 
transitioning your career post-Aliyah. 

Validating Your Degree
Olim with an academic degree from overseas, 
must go through the Ministry of Education’s 
Division for Evaluation of Foreign Academic 
Degrees to have their degree formally 
recognized in the State of Israel.  CLICK 
HERE for the English language guidelines 
for evaluation of academic degree. 

Gush Etzion residents can turn to the 
“Jerusalem District” office for personal 
assistance. Please note that public reception 
and telephone assistance is restricted to 
specific days of the week and limited to 
certain hours, so plan accordingly. 

As with any government office, it is highly recommended to call in advance to verify 
that the reception hours are, in fact, consistent with those listed on the website. 

Tip: Only a portion of the website is translated into English. More information 
is provided on the ride-hand sidebar in Hebrew. Seek the help of a native 
Hebrew speaker (or a more experienced oleh) to better navigate the site if 
you need assistance. 

Jerusalem District: 
22 Kanfei Nesharim, 

Lev Ram Building, 
1st floor, room#122

Tel: 02-5601684

Public reception hours:
Mondays and 
Wednesdays 
10:00-13:00

Telephone assistance:
Sundays, Tuesdays, 

Thursdays 08:30-13:00

http://cms.education.gov.il/EducationCMS/Units/KishreiChutz/HaharachatTeharimAcademyim/GuidelinesEvaluation.htm
http://cms.education.gov.il/EducationCMS/Units/KishreiChutz/HaharachatTeharimAcademyim/GuidelinesEvaluation.htm
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Regulated Professions
Many professions require official licensing in order to practice in Israel. An 
Oleh Chadash that would like to work in a regulated profession must turn to 
the appropriate governmental authority that confers or recognizes licensing 
in that field. CLICK HERE for a list, courtesy of Misrad Haklita, of licensing 
procedures along with links to the corresponding government office for 
various regulated professions. 

Broad categories include: law, finance, health, education, agriculture, labor, 
social services, accounting, tourism, transportation and athletics.  Follow the 
link for step-by-step instructions. 

Misrad Haklita organizes subsidized preparatory class for the licensing exams 
for the following professions: physicians, dentists, pharmacists, nurses, 
veterinarians, lawyers and accountants. CLICK HERE for more information. 

Nefesh B’Nefesh profiles various regulated professions that require degrees and 
licensing in Israel. CLICK HERE  Most profiles include an interview with at least 
one professional oleh from each field. 

Other professions
Nefesh B’Nefesh features a “Professions Index” on its website, an extremely useful 
series of profiles and interviews with olim from a broad range of professions. 
Read first had accounts of olim in various fields of work to gain realistic 
expectations regarding your field of interest as well as learning more about the 
technical qualifications. CLICK HERE for The NBN Index of Professions Index. 
Notice you can sort the different professions by various subcategories. 

Still looking for more information about your desired profession? CLICK HERE 
for the Jewish Agencies list of Professional Association in Israel from A-V 
(Actuaries to Veterinarians):

https://www.gov.il/en/departments/faq/regulated_professions
https://www.gov.il/en/departments/general/employment_courses
https://www.nbn.org.il/aliyahpedia/employment-israel/degrees-licensing/
https://www.nbn.org.il/aliyahpedia/employment-israel/professions-index-employment-israel/
http://archive.jewishagency.org/getting-ready/program/31676
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P e r s o n a l  &  P r o f e s s i o n a l 
T i p s  &  T r i c k s

By Simon Jackson 
Lawyer, Notary, Translator

I made Aliyah from the UK in 1997 and it was the best decision I made, enabling 
me to marry an American nurse, bringing up 5 wonderful kids in Yishuv Elazar, 
and climbing the professional ladder.
Today, I work as a qualified lawyer, notary and professional translator.
Here are some tips and tricks for a successful Aliyah:

1) Taking a few steps back to take one step forward (.ירידה לצורך עלייה)
Although in the UK I qualified as an attorney (solicitor) after two years’ training, I had to 
take another year of training at minimum wage (in other words, back to Step 1), preceded 
and followed by hard and harder exams. But it was all worth it! My Hebrew improved 
immensely (if before Aliyah I could order a pizza, in the year after I learnt how to sue the 
pizza manufacturer); and I was thrown into Israeli culture, negotiating and chutzpah. 
Never take no for an answer – and always get the name of the person you speak to on 
the phone, I have found to be two invaluable tips.
After qualifying as an Israeli lawyer, I worked part-time for the Registrar of Non-Profit 
Organizations (Rasham HaAmutot) at low pay. Yet the additional time on my hands in 
turn enabled me to build up my own private practice clients on the side and a professional 
translation business (more on which, see below).
So, yes, God works in mysterious ways; and it’s worth persevering and trying out creative 
strategies in order to enable you to stand out and make it.
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2) Persevere and be creative, and you’ll eventually succeed (יש מזל בישראל)
This may take a while to find and may require creativity and mazal. I was lucky, as mentioned 
above, to build up my own translation business in the Hebrew and English languages. It 
started when a friend brought me one of his clients who needed Hebrew-English medical/
legal translations, continued when working for translation agencies (at low remuneration, 
but with useful professional feedback), and quickly found its way to private clients of my 
own, when I took the initiative of emailing all the Jerusalem lawyers (in around 2005, when 
lawyers and internet weren’t exactly the greatest shidduch) to ask if they needed any legal 
translation services. The responses ranged from – “Thanks for reaching out! I’ll be more 
than happy to keep your details on file; whenever something comes up I’ll make contact” 
to “I note your family name is Jackson; we know one branch of our Jacobson family went to 
Chicago but another branch went to England, changing their name to Jackson. Might you be 
at all related?!” Bottom line, to cut a long story short: Yes, we are related, and today I even 
work from his office when in Jerusalem; and both lawyers commission my services regularly!

3) Working doesn’t have to be difficult to pay the bills (מלאכה נקיה וקלה).
Incidentally, for anyone with a good command of the Hebrew and English languages, 
translation is an excellent way to earn money, whether as a main profession or on the side. 
True it’s not for everyone – not everyone can sit for long periods a day (though standing 
alternatively at an ergonomic desk can be an excellent solution for this, as can voice 
recognition or other translation software) and just because you can speak English doesn’t 

mean you’re a good translator [Google included – it recently translated the word ערבים 
in a rental contract I drafted as “Arabs” (aravim) rather than “Guarantors” (areivim)]! 
But if you are someone who enjoys regular work, spanning often long hours, with some 
exciting challenges on the way (such as how to best capture Hebrew idioms and metaphors 
in English) this could well be a good money maker for you.

Simon assists Olim Chadashim to negotiate the maze of Government bureaucracy and realize their rights, 
in his capacity as Israeli (and UK) lawyer, notary and professional translator. He is more than happy to 
provide free initial consultations to Olim Chadashim, including on real estate law and practice, drafting 
wills in multiple jurisdictions (including Living Wills and Halachic Wills) and general legal matters; and 
to provide special reductions to Olim, such as free English to Hebrew translation services to licensed 
medical professionals, whose documents also require notarization. Check out Simon’s video on YOUTUBE, 
WEBSITE (www.jacksonadvocates.net) or FACEBOOK page (https://www.facebook.com/israelnotary), or 
feel free to call (0545-742-374) or EMAIL him (simon@jacksonadvocates.net) directly.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCv8k95crmI
www.jacksonadvocates.net
https://www.facebook.com/israelnotary
mailto:simon%40jacksonadvocates.net?subject=
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T h e  J o b  H u n t
Like everything in Israel, job hunting here is slightly different than in other places. 
Therefore, even an experienced job-hunter may have to adjust her approach to 
find success in her new surroundings. This chapter goes through the various 
stages of the job search process and provides resources  and tips from olim who 
have successfully transitioned their careers to Israel. 

Cultural Adjustment
One of the biggest, and most subtle, keys to successful Aliyah is recognizing 
and overcoming the cultural gap between the community in your country of 
origin and the prevailing culture of your new surroundings in Israel. Be patient 
with this process; adapting to a new set of cultural norms requires a nuanced 
understanding of the culture in which you are now living. It takes time to 
accumulate the necessary experience to implement new habits that align with 
your new surroundings. Embrace your new home culture for all its differences. 
Invest in yourself and your Aliyah by learning about the local culture and 
developing a comfort zone within Israeli society. Recognizing cultural differences 
and adapting to them are essential for successful post-Aliyah integration and 
have significant implications on your job search. 
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Y o u ’ r e  n o t  i n 
K a n s a s  a n y m o r e

By Debbie Amichai

For around twenty years I have been helping olim to focus their job search 
in Israel. Here I bring some of the tips to help the process flow smoothly and 
hopefully to make you almost unshockable. 

1. Getting into Shape: 
The Knowledge and Chutzpah balance - It’s always best to have both knowledge and a good 
dose of chutzpah, but if you need to choose between the two, go for the chutzpah. In other 
words, go for something that you might not be qualified for or haven’t done before, but fits 
your strengths. A recent olah, an older woman who was a senior social worker in the States, 
is working here as a travel agent. She has people skills, speaks English (but virtually no 
Hebrew), and is an excellent administrator. 

The job doesn’t define me - In Israel people’s social status is not defined by their work. So be 
prepared to take something to pay the bills, that may enable you to pursue your dream, like 
the practicing Rabbi who is also a laundryman. Which brings me to my next point: 

Become a native - Many Israelis are balancing a few different jobs. This actually fits nicely with 
the philosophy of Linville, a psychologist who believes that the happiest people are those who 
define themselves in a number of different ways. This also means that if you have a rough shift in 
one of your jobs, it won’t bring you too far down, because it’s not your only identity. 

Compensatory factors - We all have disadvantages, be ready to compensate. For example, if 
you can’t write Hebrew, be ready to pay someone privately to write your reports. (You may 
be doing it in English for your colleagues.) 

Be ready to up your game - You may well have to learn a new skill. A recent oleh, with an 
aptitude for writing, wanted to get into marketing. To become a more desired candidate he 
took a digital marketing tutor to teach him new skills and so landed a job.
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2. The Pursuit: 
Connections - Most jobs are found through connections. Flip your oleh disadvantage by 
speaking to everyone about your job search. This may well feel like chutzpah, but it is normal 
practice and remember Israelis love to help (and give advice and criticize). For example, the 
gannenet’s first cousin’s brother-in law, may well have a sister who is about to retire. This is 
not far-fetched as Israelis tend to have large family get-togethers and people will mention 
that they met a new oleh looking for a job. 

A note about the criticism: Don’t take it personally - people connect in different ways and 
the Israeli way is generally to tell you that you are doing it wrong! 
It is a general rule that no one ever calls you back so, even when they offer, arrange to call them.

3. The CV:
Keep it to a page, otherwise you are shooting yourself in the foot - the attention span is 
pretty short and a long CV will join the unread pile. 
Remove all personal information from your CV, except your name, phone number and email 
address, that is how it is done here and it really is to your advantage.  
If possible, call your contact person and have a chat so that they will notice your CV.  Hopefully 
they will have already been primed by your connection in that workplace (your neighbour’s 
uncle, whom you have never met).

4. The Interview: 
Become a DUCK - Gliding along the surface, even while paddling madly underneath: This is where 
unshockable needs to come in. You need to prepare, and you need to know that you can be asked 
anything.  Be ready for a lot of chit- chat, because they may want to know all about you. So, if the 
interview is not too focused on the job, don’t try and steer it that way, as that looks arrogant. You 
want to be warmer, less formal and more enthusiastic than you would be. 

Everyone is connected - So don’t criticize your previous employer or anyone else - even if 
they live on the other side of the country. 

Remain relaxed - Even when your interviewer is constantly on their mobile phone. And remember, you 
are there to provide their company with what they need, (and not the other way round).
So there you have it – Cultivate your Chutzpah, Create Connections everywhere and Swim 
like a Duck.  Successful Hunting!

Debbie Amichai (MSc) made Aliyah many years ago from London. She works as an employment coach, and 
couples, family and individual therapist, with offices in Jerusalem and Tel Aviv. You can read her profile on 
the GET HELP ISRAEL website. She can be reached at debamichai@gmail.com or 054 807 7466
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CV writing 
The standards for CVs in Israel (קורות חיים in Hebrew) are slightly different than 
they are in other countries. Even if you are writing your CV in English, you 
must adjust your CV to the cultural standards of the Israeli human resource 
departments that will be reading your CV. 
In addition, a CV written in Hebrew can open the door to certain opportunities 
that will not see your resume if it is written in a foreign language. 
Keep in mind that each industry has its own sub-culture in regards to CVs. While 
there are many informative articles and videos on the internet about Israeli CVs 
(content below notwithstanding), there are very few absolute truths that apply 
to all fields. Whenever possible, find a local friend who works in your field to 
look over your CV. 

For Nefesh B’Nefesh’s outline of an English-language “Israeli” CV CLICK HERE.  For 
NBN’s tips on adjusting your CV to Israeli standards CLICK HERE. 

The Israeli Employment Service offers a lot of resources on their WEBSITE. 
We highly recommend their virtual CV writing course CLICK HERE.. The course  
features 24 short videos lessons (2 hours total play time)  with accompanying 
workbook material. The course is in Hebrew and features automated subtitles in 
many languages, including English. [Turn on closed captions, then click setting 
> subtitles/CC > auto-translate > English.] 

You may also be interested in their short (22 videos, 1.5 hours) JOB HUNTING 

COURSE and their 12 part series on HOW TO LEVERAGE LINEDIN TO FIND A JOB.

https://www.nbn.org.il/aliyahpedia/employment-israel/managing-the-job-search/sample-resume/
https://www.nbn.org.il/aliyahpedia/employment-israel/career-guidance-for-students/adjusting-resume-israeli-market/
https://www.taasuka.gov.il/he
https://www.taasuka.gov.il/he/Applicants/Pages/CvWritingCourse.aspx?utm_source=YouTube&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=%D7%9B%D7%AA%D7%99%D7%91%D7%AA_%D7%A7%D7%95%D7%A8%D7%95%D7%AA_%D7%97%D7%99%D7%99%D7%9D
https://www.taasuka.gov.il/he/Applicants/Pages/SearchAndFindAJob.aspx
https://www.taasuka.gov.il/he/Applicants/Pages/SearchAndFindAJob.aspx
https://www.taasuka.gov.il/he/Applicants/Pages/LinkedinCourse.aspx
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H o w  t o  W r i t e  a  C V  i n  I s r a e l 
by Aviva Feifer

When writing a CV in Israel, it is important to remember that the first person looking at your CV 
is looking at many other CVs at the same time. They will look at yours for about 30 seconds if you 
are lucky. As such, make sure that the experience they are looking for sticks out in your CV, make 
sure your CV is short and to the point, and make sure you do not have irrelevant information 
in the CV. I am providing advice I heard from speaking to people in HR departments and with 
experience in the field. Some advice is contradictory, use what best fits your specific situation.
Some good pointers in putting together a CV are:

· Title your CV to make it easy to find for both you and the potential employer, i.e., 
JohnSmithSEO2019.doc (or .pdf)
· Have more than one CV. If you are looking for a job in more than one field, make field 
appropriate CVs with the relevant information for each field sticking out in each CV. When you 
do this, make sure they are titled so they are easy for you to find, i.e., JohnSmithMarketing2019.
doc and JohnSmithSEO2019.doc
· When possible, custom tailor your CV to the specific position you are applying to, i.e., use 
key words from the position description, highlight the skills required, etc.
· Bragging is good. Many companies here are impact focused.
·  Learn what the roles involve and mean here. Sometimes terminology is different.
· Do not write the months you worked, only years, i.e. 2017-2019 and not December 
2017-January 2019. It takes less room to write only years and can cover you when you were 
only at a job for a short period of time.
·  You do not need to include every job you have worked at in your CV. If you were there for 
a short period of time, only include the job if you can easily explain why your employment 
was short lived and only if it adds needed experience to your CV.
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·  Try not to have gaps in your CV. If you have gaps, make sure you are ready to explain them 
in an interview.
·  Israelis often include way more private information on their CV than is needed. By law, a 
potential employer is not allowed to ask you about your family situation or your age (even 
though they often want to). I personally do not recommend adding this information onto 
a CV because it can only provide information that can be used to discriminate against you. 
Do not include: your age, marital status, number of kids (I have seen all of these included). 
Do include: phone number and email.
·  Make sure your name is at the top of the page and written in a clear font.
·  The text of the CV should be in a clear font and in a readable size.
·  For each job, include bullet points with what you learned and accomplished. You are 
not trying to tell a story here. You want the employer to see clearly that you have the skills 
they are looking for. To do this, start each bullet point with a verb that shows what you 
accomplished and then explain how in the second part. i.e., increased conversion rate by x% 
by doing y and z.
· Do not write a list. Format the CV so that you look professional and like you know how 
to use Word. I use tables to properly space everything out evenly and then remove borders 
from the table. Do not use tab to space it out. Highlight the job title (use bold) so that it is 
easy to find. Highlight your education and language skills as well.
· The design and layout of the CV is often different for different industries. Try to get a 
sample CV from someone working in your desired industry to see what is expected.
·  Include spacing and white space to make sure the recruiter can easily read your CV.
·  Limit your CV to one page.
·  Word vs. PDF. I have heard reasons to use both. PDF makes for easier viewing on a phone. 
This is a big plus. I have also heard from HR staff that some job sites mess up the formatting 
of PDF documents, making them harder for interviewers to read. I recommend using Word 
when submitting through a job portal.
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Networking for a Job
Networking for a job is an acquired skill. While there are innate qualities – like 
an outgoing personality and communication skills – that make it come more 
naturally for some people more than others, there are guiding principles that 
can help you connect with the people who can help you the most. 

Tell everyone: The prevailing local culture is not particularly shy. You may have 
noticed people openly talk about their personal situations and not hesitating to 
ask personal questions to new acquaintances.  Take advantage of the openness 
by telling anyone who will listen. Israelis love to help, so it pays to spread the 
word that you are looking.  

The Rule of Three: When you meet someone in your field, even if they may not 
have a connection to give you a job, they likely have a connection to someone who 
may know some who can give you a job. It is good practice to ask people in your 
field for three additional contacts in the field. Ask those three new contacts for three 
contacts apiece and you will quickly have more than a few contacts in your field. 

Make Local Connections: Gush Etzion is full of experienced olim who have 
successfully the post-Aliyah career transition as well as professionals in virtually 
every field. Get connected by meeting your neighbors and extended community. 
You will quickly become acquainted with people who share common interests 
and professional pursuits.  

Would you like to be introduced to someone in your field to help jumpstart 
your networking? Olim B’Taasuka is proud to present The Gush Etzion 
Employment Mentoring Network.  CLICK HERE to sign-up and we 
will do our best to match you with a local professional in your field. 

THIS VIDEO (Hebrew with English subtitles available) breaks down the basics 
of “Israeli” Networking in four and a half minutes!
THIS VIDEO discusses how to create and leverage “protexia” when applying for 
a job I just two and a half minutes!

https://ctconnect.co.il/forms/form?f=4ebdd8c480ccf513813741d951bd4777
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OIOr_7FGAm0&list=PLTus3PDe20LM0jn6kBHCMLNhVIQpl_nGb&index=14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJSEURtNV2Y&list=PLTus3PDe20LM0jn6kBHCMLNhVIQpl_nGb&index=15
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Local Job Boards 
THE MERKAZ TZI’IRIM (YOUTH CENTER) of the Gush Etzion Matnas 
(Community Center) has a WhatsApp group that serves as a local job board for Gush 
Etzion and surrounding area. You can join the group with the FOLLOWING LINK.

THE JERUSALEM MUNICIPALITY has an up-to-date JOB BOARD (Hebrew) 
which lists opportunities exclusively in Jerusalem, a short commute from Gush Etzion. 
The Jerusalem Municuplaity also has a list of recommended Job Search Engines, 
Facebook Pages and Other English Websites. CLICK HERE 

MADE IN JLM, a high tech incubator in Jerusalem, has a job board featuring the 
top 100 high tech companies in Jerusalem. HAR HACHOTZVIM, another tech 
hot spot in Jerusalem, has its own job board as well.

We recommend being familiarizing yourself with NEFESH B’NEFESH’S MASTER 
LIST OF JOB BOARDS. Read the brief descriptions to find the website best-suited to 
your desired field. Nefesh b’Nefesh also has an  ENGLISH-LANGUAGE JOB BOARD 
that features a broad spectrum employment options throughout the country. 
Remember to can filter for location in accordance to how far you willing to commute. 

It is also recommended to read local publications, like your yishuv newsletters, 
PIRSUMEIDA, GUSHARBA, and more to learn about local opportunities.

Job Interviews 
Job interviews are another area in which nuanced cultural expectations play a subtle, 
yet vital, role. Small adjustments in attitude, expectations and general conduct can 
greatly influence your success in an interview setting. Below are some of the best tips 
from around the internet for preparing for your first round of Israeli job interviews.

The ISRAELI  OFFICE OF EMPLOYMENT SERVICES has an excellent video series 
on Successful Interviewing (Hebrew, English subtitles available). CLICK HERE

Check out  Lesson 17 for a 2 minute video on HOW TO LEVERAGE YOUR RELATIVE 
ADVANTAGE OVER OTHER CANDIDATES. (Pro Tip: English subtitles available by 
turning on closed captioning, then clicking on Settings>Subtitles/CC>Auto-
Translate>English)Watch the series for more tips on how to ace your job 
interview. Each video is short and to the point. Read through the titles to find 
the video most relevant to your needs.  

http://matnasetzion.com/%D7%90%D7%95%D7%93%D7%95%D7%AA-%D7%9E%D7%A8%D7%9B%D7%96-%D7%A6%D7%A2%D7%99%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%9D/
https://chat.whatsapp.com/F5noivHLIjhEpn1cRFpgWP
https://www.jerusalem.muni.il/he/residents/employment/high-techjobs/
https://www.jerusalem.muni.il/en/residents/employment-in-jerusalem/jobs/
https://www.madeinjlm.org/jobs
https://www.hotzvim.org.il/jobs/
https://www.nbn.org.il/aliyahpedia/employment-israel/managing-the-job-search/find-jobs-in-israel/
https://www.nbn.org.il/aliyahpedia/employment-israel/managing-the-job-search/find-jobs-in-israel/
https://www.nbn.org.il/jobboard/
https://www.easyflip4u.com/pirsumeida-digital
http://www.gush4.co.il/
https://www.taasuka.gov.il/he
https://www.taasuka.gov.il/he/Applicants/Pages/JobInterviewCourse.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Ir_iH7Nopg&list=PLTus3PDe20LMBQmrU0pqaxHeXEXK4MT5-&index=17]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Ir_iH7Nopg&list=PLTus3PDe20LMBQmrU0pqaxHeXEXK4MT5-&index=17]
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T i p s  f o r  S u c c e s s f u l  I n t e r v i e w i n g
by Nefesh B’nefesh

There is a well-known adage that says: you never have a second chance to make a good first impression. 
Studies have shown that within one minute, you’ve already made your impression! As there are 
many cultural differences between North American and Israeli workplaces, the following are some 
important tips to prepare you to make a great impression on your potential Israeli employer.

Before the Interview
Do research about the field in general as well as the company or employer where you’re 
interviewing. The Internet and other professionals in the field are excellent sources of information.
• Practice your presentation. If you think that you’ll be interviewed in Hebrew, practice in  
 Hebrew with an Israeli.
• Prepare extra copies of your resume.
• Have in mind why you are THE person for the job and be prepared to talk about your strengths.
• Have in mind some questions to ask the interviewer.

The Interview
A candidate cannot, by law, be disqualified based on marital status, army profile, pregnancy or 
sexuality. If an interviewer asks a question related to one of these topics and the candidate is not 
hired, he or she can claim that the interviewer violated the Equal Opportunity Employment Law.
• Dress professionally and neatly. Women should not wear sleeveless or short skirts. Men  
 without beards, remember to shave.
• Turn off your cell phone.
• Arrive 10 minutes early. Be sure to get directions ahead of time and take traffic into account.
• If your interviewer is of the opposite sex and appears to be religiously observant, it’s best  
 not to initiate a hand shake.
• If speaking in English, don’t infuse speech with too many Hebrew words (or Jewish,  
 religious-sounding expressions). This goes for a pre-interview phone conversation, also.
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• Watch your body language: Don’t slouch or fidget.
• Make eye contact.
• Listen to what your employer is asking and answer directly. Don’t give too many   
 personal details or longwinded answers.
• Be confident and interested – not arrogant.
• Never bad mouth a previous employer.
• Don’t argue or apologize.
• Don’t promise to deliver something that you really can’t.

The Interviewer May…
• Be late.
• Talk on his/her cell phone or phone during the interview.
• Ask you questions with potentially negative answers(e.g., how’s your Hebrew? What  
 happened at your previous employment?) Give your answer a positive spin – never  
 sound negative (“I’ve improved my Hebrew greatly and continue…” or “I’m looking  
 for a new challenge…”)

Closure
• Don’t ask about salary directly, especially on a first interview.
• Ask when you can expect to hear back.
• Follow up with a thank you email or phone call.
• If you’ve agreed to follow up the interview with something specific, e.g., a writing  
 sample, do so as quickly as possible

CLICK HERE for the full article.  

https://www.nbn.org.il/aliyahpedia/employment-israel/managing-the-job-search/tips-successful-interviewing-israel/
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7  T h i n g s  t o  Av o i d 
i n  a  S a l a r y  N e g o t i at i o N 

by Joseph Richards

The following article is taken from Jacob Share’s blog - JOBMOB.CO.IL 

JobMob is about bringing together job seekers and jobfinders to find jobs in Israel 
and all over the world. The blog is filled with straight-talking advice based on real 
world experience and lots of humor thrown in. CLICK HERE for the original article: 

Avoid the common salary negotiation mistakes that cost you the most.
 As very few of us are ever directly taught how to negotiate our salaries, the culture 
we are from determines in large part how comfortable we are negotiating.
In 2012, LinkedIn conducted a survey of more than 2,000 professions that revealed 
the differences in ATTITUDE AROUND THE WORLD TOWARDS NEGOTIATING:

• Germans had the most positive outlook, saying they are excited about        
 negotiating (21%) and felt confident (43%).
• Indians were the most confident about negotiating (47%).
• South Koreans were the most indifferent about negotiating (21%).
• Americans were the most anxious about negotiating (39%).
• Brazilians were the most likely to be frightened by negotiating (21%).

So if you are from a country where negotiations are uncommon, you are more likely 
to feel apprehensive about salary negotiation failures.

JobMob.co.il
https://jobmob.co.il/blog/7-salary-negotiations-fails/)
https://web.archive.org/web/20120406081711/http:/press.linkedin.com/node/1169
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1. Using Self-Defeating Language
“I don’t know if there’s room for this in your budget, but…”
“I don’t know if you’d consider…”
“I hate to ask for this, but…”
In KNOWING YOUR VALUE, Mika Brzezinski points out that self-defeating language 
puts you in a weak position and makes it easy for the hiring manager to say no to 
you. Be confident. Ask for more than you expect to get, give solid reasoning for your 
request, and listen for their response as you smile.

2. Taking The First Offer
NEVER take their first offer!
Always flinch with shock and surprise when you hear it. For maximum effect, repeat 
their offer, “$50,000”, and be silent for 7-8 seconds. Then make your counter-offer. 
Employers almost never start with their best offer and give themselves some wiggle 
room to negotiate.

3. Talking Too Much
Charles de Gaulle said “silence is the ultimate weapon of power.”
Silence, especially in western cultures, can be very uncomfortable, which you can use 
to your advantage. Instead of immediately responding to your employer’s offer, take 
a moment of silence to think about it. The silence may cause them to be nervous and 
improve their offer without your saying anything. Likewise, success in negotiations 
hinges on being able to understand what the other side values, and helping them 
achieve it. This can be accomplished by listening.

4. Drawing Hard Lines in the Sand
Taking firm, unwavering stances often makes it difficult to come to a solution both 
parties are happy with. If the employer legitimately cannot meet your requests, you 
need to allow them to save face. Maybe they cannot offer you $90,000 per year, but 
they could give you a four day work week. Communicate that you are interested in 
a package of benefits, and there are many combinations that could be satisfactory. 
Being flexible increases the likelihood that you will achieve a win-win solution.

https://amzn.to/2PUnF4B
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5. Low-balling yourself
Henry Kissinger said, “Effectiveness at the bargaining table depends on your ability 
to overstate your initial demands.”
You should always ask for more than you expect to get. This allows the employer 
to feel like they “won” because they got you to come down off your initial number. 
Starting with a higher number also raises your perceived value.
Always backup your requests with specific illustrations of how you are going to 
make or save the company money and how your compensation package will have a 
positive return on investment.

6. Appearing Desperate
If the other side knows that you have no other options and cannot walk away from 
the deal, you give up almost all of your negotiating power.
Even if you don’t have any other offers, you should project the attitude that you will 
walk away if you can’t come to a satisfactory agreement. Pre-determine what your 
walk-away point is, and stick to it.

7. Negotiating Over the Phone
Try to negotiate in person.
RESEARCH has shown that somewhere between 60-93% of communication is non-
verbal. In order to fully understand what the employer is thinking and to communicate 
with them, you have to be present in person. Doing so allows you to connect emotionally. 
With each HANDSHAKE, smile, and joke you laugh at, they will become more and 
more attached to you, which you can use to your advantage.

More from JobMob: SHOULD YOU ALWAYS REJECT THE FIRST OFFER FOR A JOB?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Body_language
https://jobmob.co.il/blog/job-interview-handshake-tips/
https://jobmob.co.il/blog/first-job-offer/
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W h at  i s  a n  I n d i f f e r e n c e  C u r v e ?
 

by Jonathon Degani

A few months ago, a friend was telling me about his job search.
“I know exactly what I want,” he told me. “I want to earn X shekels and get a company car.”
“But what if you earn a bit more and don’t get a car?” I asked.
“Possibly,” he responded, “but it would have to be at least 500 shekels more.”

In this conversation, my friend and I were actively illustrating his indifference curve regarding 
the compensation he was looking for in his upcoming job. For example, one may accept a 
lower salary for a higher pension or one may accept a higher salary but no company car.
In Israel especially, an indifference curve is no small matter. As you venture through the Israeli 
job market, you’re going to hear a lot about tanaim (literally, ‘conditions’ i.e. compensation 
benefits). Tanaim refer to all the stuff you get in addition to your salary. Tanaim include, but 
are not limited to:

• holidays
• vacation days
• a sick leave policy
• membership in a pension plan
• additional investments
• summer vacation bonus
• a company car
• and more…

Some companies give more tanaim, some give less and some give none (legally there is a 
minimum, but without getting into the “legalese,” there are tremendous loopholes in the 
law that allow employers to get around it.)
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In order to ensure that you receive the compensation you deserve, it is important to create 
a measure of all the potential tanaim in order to understand your full compensation. Such 
a measurement would allow:
• a job seeker to weigh the compensation package of one job against that of another
• a new mother to measure if it is economically worth it in the short run to reenter the job market
• a worker to learn if that 45 shekels an hour he is getting is a great opportunity or a rip-off  
 barely paying minimum wage

So how do you measure tanaim?
How can one measure one job that gives 10,000 shekels and a company car against another 
that offers 12,000 shekels and no car or one that offers 13,000 shekels, but no pension?
What about a job with a higher pension package and lower salary against another one that 
offers less of a pension, but a keren hishtalmut (a kind of tax-free savings plan)?

With so many different variables and a complicated, progressive tax system, it can be very 
difficult to measure a marginal shekel in take home pay, especially from so many different 
sources. So, while it is extremely difficult to objectively measure the bottom-line combined 
value of your salary and benefit package options it is important to know what to consider 
when negotiating your salary and benefits.  ADAPTED FROM THE FOLLOWING ARTICLE:  
For a 2 and a half minute video on negotiating salary for new job: CLICK HERE 
 

Tlush 
The Israeli payslip includes many particle details that are confounding to many native-
born, experienced and successful Israelis. Newcomers to the Israeli job market, all the 
more so those who are dealing with some degree of a language barrier, are almost certain 
to find their “tlush” perplexing. To help gain a rudimentary understanding of your pay 
slip check out this short article from Moshe Egal-Tal of ISRAPAY.  

Pension Plans
Your pension is probably the biggest financial decisions of your life.  Your pension 
accounts for approximately 25% of all the money you make over the course of your life 
and the lion’s share of your life and disability insurance.
HERE IS A LINK to a series of articles that explain the pension system, insurance system 
and everyday investments of the average Israeli in simple English.

https://jobmob.co.il/blog/indifference-curves-job-payoff-index-israel/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XW5MJCs4AHw&list=PLTus3PDe20LM0jn6kBHCMLNhVIQpl_nGb&index=20
http://www.israpay.com/the-israeli-pay-slip-an-in-depth-explanation-for-the-perplexed/
https://shomershekalim.com/pensions/
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Getting That Job in Hi-Tech as an Oleh! 
by Monica Haber

 
1. Talk to people, talk to people, talk to people
I really think this should be numbers 1, 2, and 3.  The best way to get a job is to let 
everyone you know that you are looking for a job. 
• People will recommend you, even if they just met you at a mutual friend’s son’s  
 Bar Mitzvah.  We are all Jewish, and we all want to help each other. 
• Companies are more likely to look at your cv if it was submitted by a current  
 employee. I have found that the person who submits your cv is even more   
 important than what is actually written on it.
• If you are hired, and remain with the company a few months, there is a good  
 chance that the employee who recommended you will be getting a substantial  
 bonus.  So, look at it as an opportunity for you to help them also.
• “Protexia” (Hebrew slang for “connections”) is not a bad word. It’s just the way  
 things work in a small country like Israel, where people know people. When   
 applying for a job, always check on Linkedln, to see if you know someone who is  
 currently working in the company, even in a different department.
 
2. Don’t be afraid to travel to a job
It’s funny that many of us come from places where we would travel over an hour 
each way for a job in “the city”, and here we look for a job in our neighborhood
For me, the train is another room of my house. It’s where I catch up on reading, 
daven, speak to relatives in America, and even catch up on work.  The Park & Ride 
and free shuttle at Shapirim is another great option for getting to Tel Aviv without 
having to worry about sitting in traffic and paying for parking.
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3. Hebrew : you don’t have to be fluent, but don’t be afraid to speak either
 
While EVERYONE in hi-tech can speak English, it is important to make it clear 
that you have basic Hebrew.  And, if you don’t, then try to learn. Yes, for some 
jobs, you won’t speak Hebrew at all, but why limit yourself? In hi-tech, perfect 
English is the advantage, and you don’t need perfect Hebrew!  However, it is 
good to be able to participate in meetings in Hebrew, when necessary.
• I find that, sometimes, it is better to start a conversation in Hebrew, and  
 then, you can feel free to switch to English to make your point.
• If you are not fluent, definitely speak English in the interview, but make it  
 clear that you are not afraid to talk Hebrew. You just prefer to use English  
 when being interviewed, when you need to be at your best.
• If you make a mistake, so what?  This is Israel – many of the “Israelis” you  
 will be working with have parents that speak like you. And the more you  
 speak, the more comfortable you will get with the language.
• You can also feel free to ask someone to clarify something in English (either  
 during or after the meeting) if you are not sure about something.

4. Have a GREAT attitude. 

Be positive. Even if you take a job that is not exactly what you wanted, or even a 
little below where you saw yourself professionally, give it 100%.  Eventually you 
will move on to another job, and the people who worked with you will remember 
you as a team player, and someone who they would want to work with again. 
Remember, in a small country like Israel, there is a very good chance, you will 
either be working with them again in a few years, or at least asking them to 
submit your CV for an open position in a company that they work for – that’s 
how you build your own “Protexia”!
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Employment & Workers’ Rights
Moshe Egel-Tal is a Certified Senior Payroll professional (CSPP) in Israel and 
the founder and CEO of IsraPay, dedicated to helping employers and employees 
know their rights. Moshe has served in various positions in payroll, working as 
a customer service rep with payroll program companies as well as processing 
payroll for thousands of employees per month and as manager of payroll 
department for a bank. He has literally decades of experience in all facets of 
payroll. He is an expert in Israeli labor laws and employees’ rights, is a lecturer 
and speaker and an avid blogger on payroll related topics and employee's rights.

Below are excerpts from his book, The Employee's Rights Handbook, the 
first and only English language book on Israeli payroll.
CLICK HERE to purchase the full book. The price is just 100 sh.

 IsraPay – Filling the Void of Official Information in English
The information that is available to employees, both in printed form and on 
the internet, is almost totally in Hebrew. The small amount of information that 
is available in English on the Ministry of Industry, Trade and Labor's web site 
is very partial, it is written in legal terms (as is the Hebrew) and therefore not 
readily understandable to the average employee. In addition, there is even a 
note on the site that the English translation is not official (??!!).

Only in the last few years have several new websites sprung up with information 
for English speakers on Labor law issues. However, these sites, while important, are 
lacking critical data or just not up to date. ISRAPAY’S FACEBOOK PAGE fills this 
void with up to date information and articles of interest that users post as questions. 
The issues are explained in layman’s terms. Connect and know your rights today!

You are invited to CHECK IT OUT at Facebook.com/Israsalary
Your comments and suggestions are most welcome via Moshe's digital business 
card: CLICK HERE

https://live.vcita.com/site/israpay/make-payment
https://www.facebook.com/Israsalary/
www.facebook.com/israsalary
https://get-marketing.co.il/Israpay/
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Importance of Knowing Your Rights
It is imperative that you know, as an employee, your rights, as defined by law cannot be 
waived (not even voluntarily !) and any contract that you sign that is in conflict with these 
laws is invalid and will not stand up in labor court. The best advice for anyone who is 
employed is simply to “know your rights.” Whether the employer is a family business, a 
privately owned business or a huge corporation, makes no difference. If you are unaware 
of your rights it simply makes it easier for the employer to abuse them. In general, most 
companies, as employers, are interested in doing things right. This is not just to avoid heavy 
fines and legal fees, but more of an issue of their integrity and reputation. Nevertheless, 
we still see these problems continuing to exist, often due to employers employing payroll 
personnel lacking sufficient knowledge and expertise of what they are (legally) required to do.

 Beginning Employment
Before you actually begin to work, make sure you are clear about your position. You 
have a right to know what your responsibilities are, who your direct superior is, as 
well as your salary and benefits package. This should be in writing, either via email or 
a written offer. The Notification to the employee law (2002) stipulates that you have 
to have been given a written letter of "notification of employment terms" by your 
employer, within 7 days of starting employment.
 As a rule, this document should always be on company stationery and must be dated. 
The mandatory information that needs to be detailed on the letter is as follows:
• Employee's full name
• ID no. (teudat zehut or passport no.)
• Employee's full address
• Employee's job title, direct supervisor and job responsibilities
• Employee's conditions of employ: start date, work days, hours, whether   
the position is full-time or part time and what percentage thereof
• Employee's salary and type of rate (daily, hourly, monthly), social benefits   
and any other supplements and actual place of work (if different than    
employer's address)
• Employer's full name, address and Israeli tax ID no.
If there is any change in any of the terms or conditions listed on this letter, for whatever reason, 
the employer must issue a new letter stating what the changes are and when they are effective.
An employee is also responsible to notify his employer of any change in these details (name 
change, marital status change, children, address, etc.) within 7 days of the change. Any said 
notification should be done in writing.
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The Tlush - Understanding your Paycheck (תלוש משכורת)
During the course of your employment you are entitled by law to receive each month 
a pay slip ("Tlush") and a copy of your time-sheet. No one is doing you a favor by 
giving you your pay slip, it is mandatory by law!

As of 2009, responsibility for proof of hours worked has been transferred from the 
employee to the employer. It is the employer's responsibility to ensure all employees 
sign in and out each workday. If the place of employment has a time-clock, the 
employer can demand that all employees use it. Employees who are not employed 
at the office, but in the field must keep track manually of their hours and submit a 
monthly or weekly time-sheet, as requested by the employer.

The Pay slip must have the following information on it:
• Employer's name and tax ID no.
• Employee's full name, address and employee number
• The department or division the employee works in
• Type of salary: monthly, hourly, daily
• Detailed description of all gross payments, including overtime hours
• Detailed description of all mandatory deductions: taxes, social security and health tax
• Detailed description of all social benefits deductions from the employee's pay
• Detailed description of all other voluntary deductions from the employee's   
 pay, such as food, purchases of products from the employer's stock or a    
 company/factory outlet store, union fees, etc.
• Detailed description of monthly and yearly accrued amounts of gross pay, taxes,  
 and pension based salary and employer's contributions to pension plan, savings  
 plan, and keren hishtalmut
• Number of monthly hours/ work days worked in the pay period, tax points credited,  
 marital status and no. of children under 19, whether the employee's spouse has income
• Detailed account of vacation and sick days: previous balance, current pay   
 period's credit, debit of any days used and new balance
• Employee's bank account details and net pay
 
As mentioned above, any change in an employee's work conditions, pay, social benefits, 
direct supervisor, or responsibilities requires a new written notification by the employer.
CLICK HERE - for IsraPay's detailed article explaining the various sections of the Tlush.

http://www.israpay.com/the-israeli-pay-slip-an-in-depth-explanation-for-the-perplexed/
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Tax Forms
All employees are required by law to fill out a 101 tax form annually as well 
as a 102 social security form. These forms are a signed testimony as to the 
employee's information which pertains to calculation of taxes and social security. 
It is the employee's responsibility to correctly fill out these forms. The forms 
are in Hebrew and contain basic explanations at the bottom of the page. These 
explanations are not always clear and in any case of doubt, ask the payroll or HR 
person for assistance.
 
At the end of each tax year (Jan – Dec) each employee is entitled to a 106 tax 
form. This is the equivalent of the 1044 form issued by employers in the USA. 
You need this form if you are audited or if you or your spouse is self-employed 
or if you intend on requesting a tax rebate. Without this form you cannot send 
in your annual tax report. Pay slips, while they are proof of employment, are not 
valid for tax reports/rebates because Israeli taxes are configured on an annual 
basis. Those who file annual foreign taxes will also need their 106 tax form for 
this purpose. If you didn’t have income for a portion of the year, you may be 
eligible for a tax rebate.
 
The annual 106 form needs to be issued to employees by March 31st of the 
following year. When requesting your 106 form, ask for it to be stamped with 
the company stamp and signed. A non-signed form may pose a problem with 
the tax authority. Before the employer can issue the
106, they have to do reconciliation of the year's payroll and make sure everything 
checks out. Only then will they issue it.
 
Income Tax
Israeli Income Tax is configured anew each month on an annual accumulative 
basis. This takes into account all payments paid by the employer from January 
of the current tax year and after configuring the tax, the program will deduct the 
accumulative tax paid this year and the result is the remaining tax for the current 
month. If an employee gets the same amount each month and works the full year, 
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there will be no difference. Differences between current and previous months 
depend on any changes to personal data or one-time payments, such as Havra’a 
or overtime hours that effect the tax calculation. This can easily be understood 
with the following example: An employee receives the same monthly gross pay 
for January thru March. In April, he receives a bonus of 3,000 shekel. Obviously, 
the taxes he will pay this month will be higher. However, it will mellow out as 
the year continues. This can also work the other way. If an employee has a baby, 
they are credited retro-actively to January for additional tax credit points, which 
effectively reduce the taxes. In cases where too much tax was deducted, there 
would be a tax rebate noted on the pay slip! Almost everything is taxable: all 
payments, benefits that the employer pays for (meals, cell phone, holiday gifts, 
bonuses, etc.) or benefits that the employee receives such as a company car. The 
only exception is severance pay, up to a set ceiling.
 
Tax credit points
Tax credit points are allotted for personal criteria. The value is usually updated 
annually based on the consumer index and as approved by the state budget. 
All salaried employees who work in a single place of employment are entitled 
to tax credit points via their pay slip. Exceptions would be employees who are 
employed by more than one employer, or are also self-employed. This is largely 
determined by the information you declare each tax year via the 101 tax form.
 
Social Security
Social security (or Bituach Leumi as it is called in Hebrew) is a mandatory 
monthly payment that covers many different types of national insurance for 
citizens. These are specifically defined in the Social Security law. All Israeli 
citizens from age 18 and over, whether self-employed or salaried, soldiers and 
civil service volunteers, yeshiva and university students, people in professional 
training courses funded by Social Security and pensioners are required to pay 
on a monthly basis. Youth under age 18 are exempt. The unemployed are also 
required to pay, and if they receive an unemployment stipend it is deducted 
from the payment. Soldiers are covered by the IDF. Employee’s contributions 
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are deducted via their pay slip. For salaried employees, there is an additional 
payment by the employer, as well.
The areas of insurance cover:
 • Old age and next of kin
 • Work related accidents (including volunteers)
 • Motherhood
 • Children
 • Unemployment
 • Invalidity
 • Employee’s rights upon bankruptcy of employer
 • Accident victims
 • Nursing
 
Disclaimer:  There are plenty of exceptions, including, but not limited to: 
citizens under age 18 or older than 70, non-Israeli residents, foreign workers, 
people who made Aliyah after age 60 and self-employed individuals and others 
may have different levels of obligation and coverage.

Health Insurance (Bituach Briut)
According to “The national health insurance” law of 1995, mandates that every resident of 
Israel is insured in a basic and standardized health insurance group. Every resident aged 
18 years and up, must pay health insurance money to the National Insurance Institute 
(NII or Bituach Leumi). Salaried employees have the basic insurance deducted directly 
from their gross pay. This is mandatory and cannot be waived. There is an employer’s 
contribution as well. While this basic coverage is mandatory, for insurance coverage 
for anything substantial you will need to pay membership fees directly to one of the 
recognized Health Funds (Kupat Cholim). Any gross payments that have a deduction 

from them to Social Security will also have a deduction from them to Health Insurance.

CLICK HERE for the Bituach Liumi website. It is informative, updated 
regularly and available in 6 languages, including English!

https://www.btl.gov.il/English%20homepage/Pages/default.aspx
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Basic Labor Laws
 
Protection of Salary Law
The protection of salary law has several very important sections. This law specifically 
details the definition of many issues such as: What is considered payroll, by what 
date payroll needs to be paid (9th of the month for the previous month’s pay), when 
payroll is considered to be “delayed payment” (from the 10th of the month), what 
compensation employees are entitled to for delayed payment, when severance pay is 
due, what types of deductions from pay by the employer are legal, that all employers 
are required to issue all employees a pay slip and the specific information that needs 
to be included on the pay slip, penalties for failure to comply to these laws and more.
 
Work and Rest Hours Law
This law sets forth several very important and basic issues, such as: the length of 
the workday, mandatory breaks; mandatory off time between work days or shifts; 
weekly rest day and defines overtime, how many hours of overtime are permitted 
per day and per week and what the compensation is for overtime work, who is 
permitted to work on Shabbat or Holiday, what the compensation is for Shabbat/
Holiday/Holiday eve/Chol Hamoed work, who is eligible for payment on a Holiday 
that falls out on Shabbat and the right to work while sitting down, etc.
Disclaimer: The law excludes certain types of employees where this law would 
NOT apply. However, the burden of proof is on the side claiming this exemption.
 
A) Toilet break
According to an amendment from 16.12.2009, the definition of “work hours” 
includes breaks for the purpose of using the toilet.
 
B) The right to work sitting down
On April 23, 2007 the right to work sitting down was added to the “Work and Rest 
Hours” law. All employers are required to provide all employees in the place of 
employment a place to sit and shall not deprive an employee that right to work sitting 
down, unless he is able to prove that the normal performance of work cannot be done 
sitting down. In addition, the employer must provide the employees at the place of 
employment appropriate chairs or benches, with back support, enough in number 
and in normal condition, for sitting during work breaks.
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C) Recording of Work Hours
Work hours, weekly rest hours and overtime hours shall be recorded in a work 
hours booklet on a current daily basis and will include the actual work hours.  Proof 
of hours worked, including overtime is the sole responsibility of the employer! In 
cases where there is no time-clock system, the burden of proof is on the employer!
It is in everyone’s best interest to have a time-clock system for all employees. In 
addition to saving time, manually calculating the hours also serves as documentation 
that is valid evidence in court. However, documentation such as Excel spreadsheets 
or similar recording of hours would be valid if and only if they are printed copies 
that are signed daily (upon entry and exit) by both the employee and employer.
 

D) Shortened Work Week
On July 1, 2000 an expanded regulation order came into effect shortening the 
work week to 42.5 hours and 186 hours per month (for a full-time position).
 
E) Holiday Pay
Employees who are paid on an hourly basis become eligible for payment of 
Holidays only after 3 full months of employment and under the condition that 
they are not absent from work close to the Holiday (the day preceding the 
Holiday and the day after the Holiday), except with the employer’s permission.
Employees who are paid a monthly rate are eligible for payment of Holidays 
immediately from the date of the start of employment.
 The payment is full pay for 9 specified days:
 • Two days Rosh Hashana
 •  Yom Kippur
 • 2 days Sukkot (first day and Simchat Torah)
 • 2 days Pesach (first day and seventh day)
 • Shavuot
 • Yom Ha’atzmaut (Israeli Independence Day)
Notes: 
1. Employees who receive a monthly rate are not eligible for additional or 
separate pay for Holidays.
2. Employees are not eligible for payment for Holidays that fall out on Shabbat.
This is contrary to working in the diaspora, usually for a non-Jewish employer, where 
employees have to use vacation days to cover their absences on Jewish Holidays.
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F) Permission to Employ Overtime Hours
According to the “work and rest hours” law it is forbidden for employers to have 
employees work overtime hours. There are certain set exceptions in the law 
which allow for overtime hours for short periods.
 
G) Compensation for Overtime Hours
For overtime hours worked, the compensation is 125% of regular pay (hourly rate) 
for the first 2 hours, and 150% for any additional hours. The calculation is daily and 
not monthly. Overtime pay for work on the weekly rest day is at least 150%.

H) Weekly Rest Day
The weekly rest day is Shabbat for Jewish employees and either Friday, Shabbat or 
Sunday for non-Jewish employees, as per each employee’s religion (regardless if 
they are religious or not). In places of employment where non-Jewish employees 
are employed, it is advisable that HR asks all non-Jewish employees to choose 
their weekly day of rest, via a suitable written statement.
 
The mandatory weekly rest period for all employees is 36 hours consecutively per 
week between the last day of work in the week and the first day of work in the 
following week. For example, an employee who works a 5 day week would be on 
weekly rest period from Thursday evening until Sunday morning. If an employee 
is employed on his weekly rest day, he is entitled to a higher rate for the hours 
worked, as mentioned above, and needs to receive an alternative weekly rest period. 
Employment on a Holiday (see above) is considered for all intents and purposes as 
employment on the weekly rest day. 
 
I) Bereavement Leave
An employee who has 3 month’s tenure and sits Shiva for the death of parents, 
children, spouse, or siblings and does not work those days, is entitled to full 
payment for up to 7 calendar days for the work days missed.
 
J) Personal Days, Weddings, Brit, etc.
There is no reference in the labor laws for personal days, elective days or extra 
days off due to an employee’s wedding, the wedding of a child or grandchild, the 
brit milah of a son or grandson. As such, these days are not recognized by law, 
but the right to them may be via a collective agreement, an expanded regulation 
order or personal contract or common practice at the place of employment.
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Many employers, even in the private sector, allot extra days for these personal 
reasons, but this is above and beyond the law and not mandatory. Other employers 
allow these days to be taken from the vacation day balance of the employee. 
This is something that should be specifically defined in work contracts in order 
to avoid confusion and misunderstandings. You can definitely ask about this 
when discussing terms with an employer. It is an acceptable practice in public 
sector positions, as well as in Hi-tech companies, to allot vacation days based on 
the employee’s tenure in his/her field as well as extra days for personal reasons.
 
Minimum wage law
This law establishes a mandatory minimum basic salary.
Although difficult to enforce, most employers abide by this, partly due to recent 
legislation that establishes harsher punishment for violators by way of stiffer fines 
or even imprisonment. The labor courts are very strict in enforcing violations of this 
law. The minimum wage is updated annually and is 47.5% of the average wage as of 
April 1st of each year. Minimum wages are set according to the age of the employee 
during the pay period as well as the type of pay rate: monthly, daily or hourly.
 
Annual Vacation Law
Pursuant to the directives of this law, all employees are entitled to be paid annual 
vacation. Vacation days are not allocated in one shot, neither at the beginning of the 
year nor at the end. The net annual allotment (the allotment less the weekly rest days) 
is divided into 12 and each month that the employee works, entitles him to the monthly 
allocation. Of course the percentage of the employee's position is also a factor, so if an 
employee was employed at a 50% position, he would be entitled to half the vacation 
allocation that a full-time positioned employee would be entitled to.
 
An employee who has accrued unused vacation days is entitled to a payout of those 
unused days regardless of whether he quits or is terminated from his position. 
During the course of employment, an employee can be paid for unused vacation 
days. This is called "exchange of vacation days" and is not advisable for the simple 
reason that the employee will pay taxes and Social Security on the additional 
money thereby losing twice, once by not taking the vacation, and secondly by 
paying additional taxes. When an employee takes vacation, he receives the same 
regular salary so there is no additional tax. An employer must allow his employees 
to take vacation and is entitled to choose the time when it is appropriate.
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Reserve Army Duty (Miluim) Law
Upon receipt of call-up notification for reserve army duty, an employee is obligated to 
notify his employer as soon as possible. The next work day a photocopy of the call-up 
notification should be presented to HR or the employee's direct superior.
The law protects an employee who serves in reserve army duty, ensuring that he cannot 
be fired while serving, or as a result of serving, in the army. Payment is the regular pay 
an employee would earn if he were present at work. The employer is responsible for 
filing a rebate form with Social Security for the employee’s reserve duty.
The payment is based on an average of the employee’s gross pay in the 3 months 
prior to the employee’s reserve duty start date. Employees who have less than 
3 months tenure with their present employer will need to file individually for a 
rebate and these days are deducted from his pay.
 
Sick Leave Law
For each month of work (full time) employees are eligible for 1.5 sick days. Sick 
days are accumulative up to an accrued balance of 90 days.
The law doesn't mention anything about payout of unused sick days, although 
it is accepted practice of employers in the public sector only. Basically, it's an 
unwritten “use them or lose them” policy.
1st day = 0 (no pay)

2nd – 3rd days = 50% pay

4th day and on = 100% full pay

For sick spouse: up to 6 days annually. 7 days annually for pregnant spouse 
including birth of kids.

For sick kids: up to 8 days annually (12 for single parents) on condition the 
spouse works and didn’t take off the same day.

Required for all the above: doctor's sick note, not including terminal illnesses.
Note: The sick days must be consecutive without interruption, otherwise the 
count starts over.
TIP: When you ask your doctor for a sick note for work, if the days you were 
absent were broken up by a holiday or weekend, be sure these days are included 
on the note as well and not just the work days you will miss.
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Women's Employment Law
This law sets forth conditions of employment and termination of female 
employees. It deals with three main areas:
 1) Forbidden employment and restrictions
 2) Night work
 3) Pregnancy, birth (maternity) and fertility treatments.
The law grants female employees the right to maternity leave and the right to be absent 
from work during and after pregnancy according to certain pre-defined criteria. It is also 
forbidden to terminate an employee during pregnancy, and under certain circumstances, 
even afterwards. The law also specifies when a male employee can take maternity leave 
and under which circumstances according to certain pre-defined criteria.
 
Pregnant Employee’s Rights
The following is a condensed list of a pregnant employee's rights:

A) Forbidden Termination
It is forbidden for an employer to terminate an employee due to pregnancy and 
has not yet gone on maternity leave, unless the Minister of Industry, Trade and 
Labor approves it in advance and in writing. It is also forbidden to terminate 
or issue notice of termination to an employee while on maternity leave and 
for a period of 60 days after maternity leave. This applies to permanent and 
temporary employees, both full and part-time, provided they have worked at 
least 6 months for the same employer or in the same place of employment.
 
B) Absence Due to Medical Procedures/Checkups Related to Pregnancy
A pregnant employee who is employed at least 4 hours per day for full work week (as 
is custom in the work place) is entitled to up to 40 hours paid absence due to medical 
procedures and checkups that are pregnancy-related during the months she works 
while pregnant. If she works less than 4 hours per day, she is entitled to up to 20 hours 
paid absence. This is not considered sick pay and is forbidden to be recorded as such!
 
C) Forbidden Work Hours
A pregnant employee, from the 5th month onwards is forbidden to work 
overtime, on the weekly rest day or at night.
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Maternity leave
Length of Maternity leave: 98 days (14 weeks) and an additional optional period 
of nonpaid leave (up to 84 days). The first 98 days of maternity leave are paid by 
Social Security, based on an average of your salary in the 18 months preceding 
birth. This is paid in a one-time payment directly to the employee’s bank account, 
usually within 10 days of submitting the application. During this period of time, 
the employer is required to continue contributions towards your social benefits.

Note: Your contributions towards the social benefits will be deducted from your 
first pay slip when you return to work and since they cover 3 months' worth, it 
will reduce your actual take home pay substantially.

* An employee who has less than 12 month’s tenure is eligible for maternity 
leave of 14 weeks.
* An employee who has at least 12 month’s tenure and is close to giving birth is 
entitled to maternity leave of 26 weeks (of which up to 7 weeks can be taken, at 
the employee’s request, prior to the expected date of birth). It is totally forbidden 
for an employer to employ an employee who is on maternity leave in any way or 
manner (including work from home, phone calls, emails, etc.)

Upon return to work, if she works full-time, the employee is eligible to work 1 hour 
less per day with pay for a period of 4 months. This is called nursing hour. It is 
irrelevant if the employee actually breast-feeds her child during this time or not.

It is the employee’s responsibility to notify the employer, at the earliest possible time 
as to her intentions (to return to work, resign her position or lengthen her maternity 
leave with unpaid leave) as well as the dates involved. It is accepted practice to send 
a fax or an email notification, at the very least, a few weeks in advance. Upon return, 
it is the employee’s responsibility to fill out a 101 tax form update with the baby’s 
information in order to receive eligible tax credits via payroll.
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Youth Employment Law
This law sets forth all aspects of employment of youth in Israel: the minimum 
wage for youth, according to age, as well as the maximum amount of hours they 
are allowed to work per day and during which hours they are allowed to work.
 
Mandatory Pension Law
On Dec 30, 2007, the Minister of Trade, Industry and Labor signed a comprehensive 
ordinance on the collective agreement for a comprehensive pension plan for 
all employees in Israel. This order went into effect on Jan 1, 2008 and became 
mandatory for all employers and employees in Israel.

1. All employees from age 21 (men) and 20 (women) until mandatory retirement 
age, who do not have a better pension plan, are eligible to be insured in a 
comprehensive pension plan or Kupat Gemel for pension. Employees need to 
notify their employer of their choice, in writing, if he/she started work From Jan 
2008 onwards - within 60 days of start of employment.

2. The plan must be a comprehensive pension plan and must include coverage 
in case of death or disability. The coverage for these can be in a separate fund.

3. In the event an employee does not notify his employer of his choice of pension 
plan, the employer can insure him with the fund of his choice. Employees can 
transfer to a pension plan of their choice at any time. The employer is allowed 
to work via an in-house insurance agent and isn’t obligated to work through an 
employee’s insurance agent. New legislation will allow the employee to choose 
the insurance agent as well, but directives have not yet been released.

4. Employees who already are insured in a better pension plan due to agreements 
(contract, place of employment, sector collective agreement), are exempt from 
this ordinance. This includes public sector employees who are insured in a 
budgeted pension plan (pensia taktzivit).

5. The salary for pension purposes is the base pay (as per severance pay law). The 
ceiling is the employee’s pay or the average wage – currently (the lower of the two).
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Convalescence Pay (Dmei Havra’a)
Havra’a, or convalescence pay (also referred to as refreshing pay), is an annual 
payment. Employees receive a number of days based on their tenure. The value 
of each day is publicized each year in June. This is an annual payment, usually 
on June or July’s pay slip.
 
Ending employment
Upon ending an employer-employee relationship, the employer is obligated to procure 
and provide certain standard letters and forms. Most Payroll and HR personnel that 
deal with end of employment procedures are aware of this and will prepare them 
routinely without your asking, especially if you worked for a middle to large-size 
company. However, if you worked for a small employer or an employer who outsources 
his payroll, you may have to personally request these documents. It is always a good 
idea to try and coordinate with the HR or Payroll representative by notifying them 
via email before your completion date. This will potential diffuse any issues which 
may arise and make for an easier departure. It would be prudent to have their contact 
information on hand in case you need to follow-up and/ for future reference.
 • Advance notice
 •  Severance pay
 •  Payout of unused accrued vacation days
 • Havra'a (payment for part of year since last payment)
 • Last salary payment, time-sheet and pay slip
 • Written breakdown of all end of employment payments
 • Letters of release of all manager policies / pension plans /Advance  
  study Funds, to the employee's custody
 •  Letter of acknowledgment of employment
 • Letter of recommendation
 • Unemployment forms – filled out and signed by payroll department
 • Termination letter
 • Copy of 161 tax form – if eligible for severance pay
The breakdown of end of employment payments, while not mandatory by law, 
nevertheless shows good transparency in detailed explanation that makes the 
pay slip easier to comprehend by the employee. Large firms, Hi-tech companies 
and employers who care are diligent in sitting with each employee who leaves, 
for whatever reason and explaining these payments in person.
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Advance Notice upon Termination and Resignation Law
Both employer and employee must give advance notice upon resignation or 
termination. The advance notice period is the same for the employee and the 
employer and it is based on the type of base pay rate and tenure of the employee.
 
Employees on a monthly rate
During the 1st 6 months of employment = 1 day for each full month worked.

From the 7th month (up until 1 year) = 2 1/2 days for each full month worked 

(plus 6 days).

From 1 year and upwards = 1 month.

Employees on hourly or daily rate
During the first year = 1 day for each full month worked.

After one full year = 14 days.

After one full year but less than two full years = 14 days plus an additional day 

for each two months worked in the 2nd year.

After two full years = 21 days.

After two full years, but less than 3 full years = 21 days plus an additional day 

for each two months worked in the 3rd year.

After 3 full years and more = 1 month.
 
Advance notice of termination can be given verbally, provided it is backed up 
by a written notification within a reasonable amount of time. Advance notice 
of termination may not be given via 3rd party, nor may it be given while an 
employee is in reserved army service or on maternity leave. Doing so renders 
the termination illegal, an infraction of explicit labor laws and is punishable by 
fines and monetary compensation to the employee.
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Severance Pay Law
An employee who has worked for at least one year is eligible for severance pay 
when terminated from his position by his employer. In effect, an employee can 
receive severance pay if he was fired after 11 months, as it is transparent that 
the reason is to avoid payment of severance pay.

There are instances when an employee resigns and due to the causes that led to 
the resignation, the law recognizes his resignation as termination for purposes of 
collecting severance pay. Severance pay is one month for each full year worked 
and one day for each additional full month worked. The base salary only, without 
any additional supplements, is the basis upon which severance pay is configured.
 
The payer of the severance pay is also responsible for issuing the employee a tax 
form for the severance pay (161 tax form). Due to changes in the severance pay 
law, the employer issues two separate forms to the employee: a 161 form and 
a 161A form. The 161A form is to be filled out by the employee and submitted 
to the Tax Authority along with the 161 form that the employer has filled out 
and signed. The Tax Authority upon receipt of these two forms will issue the 
employee 2 separate letters. The first is acknowledgement of receipt of the 
161A form. The second letter is addressed to the employer and is a notification 
of how tax is to be deducted from the severance pay.
 
Tip: If the severance pay is being paid from a pension or savings plan, it is advisable 
to consult with a financial advisor or the insurance company representative as 
to whether it’s advisable to withdraw the severance pay, as it can hinder your 
future rights and privileges in the policy. The pension plan policy will then be 
rendered “frozen” and you will not be able to transfer the existing plan to a new 
employer for the purpose of continuing your savings towards your pension. 
Withdrawing the money may also result in further taxation, which is usually not 
worthwhile since you already paid tax on the salary from which the contributions 
were taken (contributions are deducted from the employee’s net pay).
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Letters of Release
It is imperative that you receive a signed letter from your employer, on company 
stationery, addressed to each and every one of the funds or pension plans from 
which you and the employer contributed to monthly, via payroll. The letters 
should state the employee’s full name and Israeli

I.D. number and end of employment date. It should state that the employer is 
releasing all the funds accumulated on the employee’s behalf to his/her care. It 
should be signed and stamped by the employer.

Without these letters you will not be able to transfer the ownership of these plans to 
a new employer, in order to continue them, or even withdraw funds from the plans 
if you are eligible. It would be wise to take care of this immediately, rather than have 
to track down former employers later. These documents should be kept along with 
the policy and yearly balance statements you receive for future reference.

Note that it is the employer’s responsibility to release the monies accrued in 
these funds to the employee, as well as provide the employee with the original 
and send a signed copy of these letters along with a copy of the 161 form to the 
pension plan/funds.
 
Unemployment Pay
In order to qualify for unemployment stipend from Social Security, you will need 
a termination letter and will need to have worked for at least 12 consecutive 
months. You will also need to fill out a BTL-1500 form (can be downloaded and 
printed from their website, CLICK HERE).

The last two pages of this form need to be filled out and signed by the employer(s). 
You will need to file a claim with Bituach Leumi at the branch nearest your home.
Unemployment can be received for a maximum period of 180 days (6 months). 
Regardless of the above you should sign up immediately after your last day of 
employment at the employment service office (sherut hata’asuka) with your 
Israeli I.D. and your termination letter.

Note: This is extremely important as there is no retro eligibility. The eligibility 
starts when you sign up at the employment office.
 

https://www.btl.gov.il/%D7%98%D7%A4%D7%A1%D7%99%D7%9D%20%D7%95%D7%90%D7%99%D7%A9%D7%95%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%9D/forms/unemployment_forms/Pages/1500%20-%20%20%D7%AA%D7%91%D7%99%D7%A2%D7%94%20%D7%9C%D7%93%D7%9E%D7%99%20%D7%90%D7%91%D7%98%D7%9C%D7%94.aspx
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Self-Employment - Entrepreneurship and Freelancing 
(עצמאיים)

Being self-employed in Israel. There are wide-ranging implications on taxation 
(both local and foreign), social security and a lot of bureaucracy involved in 
opening a business or working as a freelancer on the books.
Below are useful tips from local entrepreneurs.

There are, however, special benefits for olim to help get your business off the 
ground. 

As an oleh, you may be eligible for certain benefits from Misrad Haklita upon 
opening a business. CLICK HERE for information about special tax benefits, 
loans, and subsidized you can receive from the government to help start your 
business     

Nefesh B’Nefesh has several articles one entrepuenership for olim. CLICK HERE   
for a slew of articles including first-hand accounts of doing business in Israel, the 
legal aspects of running an Israeli business, tips on starting a new start-up or 
running a small business,  information on how to apply business loans, as well as 
lists of resources for entrepreneurs and technological incubators and more!

*Check back soon as we develop more content for this section.* 

https://www.gov.il/en/departments/topics/new_immigrants_business_and_entrepreneurship
https://www.nbn.org.il/aliyahpedia/employment-israel/business-entrepreneurship/
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G u s h  E t z i o n 
C h a m b e r  o f  C o m m e r c e

 by Emanuel Weise,  Adv.

Welcome to Gush Etzion!
Relocation involves the need for many adjustments – Finding the right place to live, the 
right shops, good schools, new friends, new workplace… Much more so when speaking of 
immigration, when on top of the usual issues, there's the need to adjust to a new language, 
a new culture, a new business environment and a new legal system. We might not be able to 
assist you with all those issues, but where we can – we'd be more than happy to do so.

My name is Emanuel Weiser, 60, married + 4, resident of Elazar. I am a lawyer, dealing with real 
estate, civil & commercial law, estates, corporates and NGOs. Like you, I am fairly new in Gush 
Etzion. I was born in Tel Aviv, and have lived there for most of my life. Six years ago, I moved to 
Gush Etzion with my family, and it didn't take me long to realize that the economic activity in Gush 
Etzion operates on a very low level. For the majority of the residents, the place to do business and 
go for shopping was Jerusalem. As a result, although there are many businessmen and business 
owners living in Gush Etzion, the businesses themselves are located in Jerusalem, which on the one 
hand causes extra costs and on the other hand denies resources from Gush Etzion itself.

To rectify this, and promote local businesses, I initiated  the  Gush Etzion Chamber of Commerce 
(GECOC), which is an extension of the Jerusalem Chamber of Commerce (JERCOC). JERCOC is a 
NGO that was established in 1907 by a group of local merchants, for the purpose of mutual 
assistance and promoting businesses in Jerusalem. Currently JERCOC is one of five COCs operating 
in Israel, the other four being: Eilat COC, Beer Sheva COC, Tel Aviv COC and Haifa COC.

GECOC serves its members in several ways – publishing legal information, informing of 
business opportunities, arranging networking activities, representing the business sector's 
interests to the Government, Knesset and to the Local Authority (e.g.: wage agreements, 
property taxes, foreign workers etc.), organizing seminars and workshops, authenticating 
documents in accordance with international trade agreements, etc. 

I urge you to call on us for every question you might have. We'll be happy to assist you in 
finding your home here and establishing your business.
Emanuel Weiser, Adv. 050-5314134
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Tips for Starting a Business 
in Gush Etzion or Efrat

 
by Cheli Wolfstal,  

Efrat Design - Digital, Advertising and GushPhon

Be sure that you are filling an existing demand, that there is a demand for your 
product/service and that there are not already competitors that fulfill the same 
demand. (It is okay to try to even if there are competitors or if there is not demand 
but then it will be far more complicated to succeed.)

Take into account that it is difficult to habituate the residents of Gush Etzion to 
new things. There are some businesses that took a year or two – even three! –until 
they became stable and profitable.

Despite the fact that we are geographically close to Jerusalem, the average 
Jerusalemite will not often, if ever, come to Gush Etzion to buy something. She 
would need a very good reason or unique service to leave Jerusalem. Therefore you 
cannot count on them as a target audience unless you plan on working hard to find 
a good reason for them to come out to the Gush. 

Take into account that a serious financial investment must include financial 
reserves for unexpected twists and turns that will inevitably happen.

Take in account an advertising budget. The main local options – bi-weekly 
pamphlets such as Gushpanka, Efraton, Gush Arba, Pirsumeda and Gushfrata – 
require you to send your post by Tuesday. In addition there are yishuv pamphlets, 
street bulletins, billboards, mailbox advertising, WhatsApp groups, Facebook groups, 
Email lists and Yishuv forums, as well as GushBook and GushPhon.
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There are a few Facebook and WhatsApp groups in English, make good use of 
them. Facebook: Secret Gush Etzion; Secret Efrat; Women of Efrat; Efrat.

It is worthwhile to seek advice from existing businesses in your field and local 
business owners in general.

Before every major purchase it is worthwhile to seek advice and clarify regarding 
recommended suppliers.

Confirm in advance that the supplier with whom you are doing business delivers 
to Gush Etzion.

It is possible – even likely – that the Israeli mentality is different than the mentality 
you are accustomed to. Learn about the tendencies and idiosyncrasies of the Israeli 
consumer so you can adapt your service to suit the market.

Keep in mind that public transportation within the Gush is limited in terms of 
frequency and destinations (as well transportation to destinations outside Gush Etzion).

Sign up for a resident listing in GushPhon (the telephone book for residents and 
local business directory of Gush Etzion, Efrat Kiryat Arba and Har Chevron) and if 
you are opening a business sign it up as well – basic listings are free. 02-9933304 
I gushphon@gmail.com

There is a wonderful cultural of mutual help here, Gemachs and good people – 
use them as resources.

There was no Amazon here and shopping centers close between 19:00 and 21:00. 
Most restaurants close between 22:00 and 23:00, yet it is still a beautiful place 
to live and work anyway!

Cheli Wolfstal is an entrepreneur, and promoter of local business development in Gush Etzion. She runs 
a graphic design and marketing firm --  Efrat Design - Digital, Advertising -- and GushPhon, the official 
residential phone directory of Gush Etzion and Kiryat Arba. In her spare time she is a proud volunteer in 

our Employment Mentoring Network.
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“Judea-preneur” 
Advice from a Successful Small Business Owner 

by Elyahu Kanush
1. Trust in HaShem  

There is no boundary to this one.  Know that HaShem wants you to succeed.  Look 
for evidence of this fact.  It’s  a basic ingredient in life and no less so in being a 
“Judapaneuer”. 
 
You may have to do experiments to see what product, service or skill you have  for 
which there is an audience wanting just what you are offering.   And of course, you may 
have to make adaptations.   
 
There will be times that you don’t know what to do.  There may be times when you don’t 
know what to do and times when there are 50 people telling you what to do at once.   

2. Make Connections 
 Attend networking meeting and MEET PEOPLE. Don’t stay strangers. Don’t just make 
clients - make friends.   Don’t just meet people in networking meetings, set up one-on-
one meetings with people where each of you can look for ways to help each other.   

3. Donate to Worthy Causes  
Be of service when and where and how you can.   Ef.  Great Gush Challah Bake, 
Hakshiva, Schools,  MADA, Orphans.  As a “judea-preneur” you may or may not find 
a tremendous cash flow at the start of your endeavor.  Most businesses don’t start 
making money right away.  Be sure that you are donating how, when and where you 
can.  If you are not in a position to give maaser kesafim, you can donate your goods or 
services to local charitable causes.  Spiritually this is very important.  It will also get 
you meeting people.  
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4. Love What You Do and Do What You Love 
If you want to succeed at what you are doing, then you must be doing something from 
which you get a sense of satisfaction, enjoyment in the act of “giving” what you are 
doing. You must do something that interests and excites you. It must be not only a good 
match for your skill set, but also fulfilling and enjoyable to you.   

5. Be a “Judea-preneur” 
An “Entrepreneur” a person who organizes and operates a business or businesses, 
taking on greater than normal financial risks in order to do so.  A “Judea-preneur”  
is a person who, WITH HASHEM’S HELP and IN ACCORDANCE WITH HASHEM’S 
GUIDANCE, organizes and operates a business or businesses, taking on greater than 
normal financial risks in order to do so. 

6.  BONUS POINT FOR DOING THIS IN JUDEA!   
 
 
 
 
Have you EVER considered starting a  business in Israel? 
 
With Heavens help, Eliyahu Kanush of Bat Ayin has done just that and with great 
success, with almost no capital invested at the start.  Founded in 2012, Eliyahu and 
his wife, Rivkah Adinah,  have  owned and operated Holy Simcha DJs and Party 
Entertainment for seven years now.  After excitedly watching it grow, he has learned 
a ton and is now eager and enthusiastic about sharing his knowledge and experience 
with people like you who have considered starting their own business in Israel.  Who 
do you know that would like to enjoy a three part workshop in Bat Ayin free of charge?  
WhatsApp for details +972547775306
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L o c a l  R e s o u r c e s
Olim B’Taasuka  is proud to present  

The Gush Etzion Employment Mentoring Network.
Looking to make a connection? Need help with a particular aspect of your job hunt? 
Missing vital technical information about starting your own business? Would you like 
a clearer understanding of the implications of being a freelancer? Need  tax advice? 

We can help put you in touch with someone with expertise on a wide range of 
topics. Exposure to your professional field is a great way to learn more about 
how your desired profession functions here in Israel. In addition, developing a 
personal relationship with someone who already works in your is an efficient 
way to begin networking.

Olim B’taasuka, in partnership with the Merkaz Tzi’irim, has a network of 
professionals from various fields that are ready to meet with olim to help them 
acclimate to the Israeli job market. Our team of volunteer advisors is comprised 
of experienced olim and native-born Israelis. 

The Four Mentors
Field-Related Mentors are people who have volunteered to be a contact person for 
olim in their professional. They generally specialize in helping the oleh set realistic 
expectations regarding the specific profession in Israel, explaining cultural differences 
in their field of work compared to other countries, facilitating connections for 
networking in the field and/or giving the oleh exposure to their workplace.

Job Hunting Mentors specialize in helping olim navigate the Israeli job search. Their 
specialties range from helping olim adapt their CVs to the Israeli market, interview 
prep, in-depth understanding of the various local job boards and making connections to 
helping aid the cultural adjustments necessary to find the right job here. 
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Self-Employment Mentors help olim who are looking to start their own business 
or work as a freelancer. Their areas of expertise include opening a business, 
navigating bureaucracies (osek put/morshe), marketing, taxes, choosing the 
right pension plan and more. 

Financial Advice Mentors offer assistance in reacclimating to the economic 
climate in Israel. They can help set realistic expectations, work with you on 
creating a monthly budget, assist you in understanding your tlush (payslip), 
explain the tax system and more.  

Interested in volunteering as a mentor?
CLICK HERE 
Looking for employment Help?
CLICK HERE  

Coworking Spaces
HubEtzion
"Hub Etzion" is a modest work space located in the Gush Etzion  Industrial Park, 
just minutes from Alon Shvut, Elazar, Efrat, Neve Daniel, and Tekoa. The first 
coworking space to have opened in all of Judea and Samaria, our 300 meters of 
flex workspace provides a professional, productive and convenient alternative 
to crushing commutes or working from home. We offer an open and pleasant 
work space, comfortable work desks and a variety of closed work options, with 
flexibility on pricing plans to suit your work and budgetary needs. Monthly 
membership at the Hub enables 24 hour access, use of a well-equipped fitness 
room and an elegant conference and meeting room. 

But Hub Etzion is much more than a working environment.  Hub Etzion is built 
in a way that enables efficient work, but at the same time provides a supportive 
community, offers opportunities for cooperation and, in general, inspires creativity. 
Hub Etzion is not only a place to sit and work, but a place for networking, personal, 
and business growth. We are located at Nahal Neemanim 7, Gush Etzion Industrial 
Park., and are happy to speak with you about your professional needs. RACHEL@
HUBETZION.COM or 02-656-2288.  WWW.HUBETZION.COM. 
Follow us @hubetzion on FB, Twitter, Linkedin and instagram  

https://ctconnect.co.il/forms/form?f=05e557121579d382f8aec0dd82d5d7e1
https://ctconnect.co.il/forms/form?f=4ebdd8c480ccf513813741d951bd4777
mailto:rachel%40hubetzion.com?subject=
mailto:rachel%40hubetzion.com?subject=
https://www.hubetzion.com/
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Luleem
“Luleem” is an innovative co-working space in the Kfar Hachatzer complex in 
Kibutz Kfar Etzion for companies and individuals to work from. The complex 
features 24 hour access to various attractive spaces in a newly renovated facility 
featuring high quality amenities varying from conference rooms to a gym and 
comforts ranging from onsite showers to a well-stocked kitchen. 

Located  in the center of the pastoral Gush Etzion, green open spaces -- vineyard, 
forests and springs -- are easily accessible by foot or bicycle from the work complex. 

Next to it is a bustling commercial complex that will continue to grow in line with 
the local development plan. This is a great resource for small business owners.
The spacious design is characteristic of the structure’s original purpose as a 
chicken coop and to create an open and inviting space.

The collaborative work space is designed with great thought to create a 
pleasant atmosphere and soak up a creative environment with high attention to 
detail. Glass casing allows the unique landscape of the area enter the building, 
combining natural and industrial materials such as wood and metal and using 
modern and colorful furniture while adhering to unique design elements.

Luleem is a space for inspiration and work where the outside meets the interior. 
A space where entrepreneurship and community meet, where new ideas are 
created, thought and expended.

A place that creates a collaborative work space for entrepreneurs, self-employed 
and small to medium-sized companies, who want to work in an inspiring 
environment in a shared space that facilitates the development of creative 
collaborations and business relationships.

The users of the complex are not just renters, but friends and partners who can 
enjoy everything the complex provides and initiate activities in the common space.

The space has cheap corners, an outdoor gym and showers to allow for 
refreshment by mid-day activity. Also a rest room and fully equipped kitchen.
In addition, community activities can be held in the common space for members
For me information, CHECK OUT LULEEM’S WEBSITE and FACEBOOK page

https://luleem.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Luleem4/
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Local Directories
Gushphon is the official residential and business phonebook of Gush Etzion, 
Kiryat Arba and Har Chevron. There is a hardcopy put out in print annually as 
well. THEIR WEBSITE  has an up-to-date residential directory available in both 
Hebrew and English, accompanied by a modest business directory. (Rumor has 
it they are rolling out a new website soon.)

GushBook is the online Gateway to Gush Etzion & Efrat.
It offers important information of the region in one place, including a local 
business directory, calendar of Gush Etzion & Efrat events, updates and consumer 
coupons from Gush Etzion & Efrat businesses.

The GushBook site and GushApp mobile application (currently Android) are 
completely bilingual with all information fully available in English and Hebrew.
Consumers can find all the services they require, and businesses and service 
providers can reach their target audiences.

All local businesses and service providers receive a free simple listing in the 
business directory comprising the business name, telephone number & yishuv, 
together with classification in the relevant business/services category. (There 
are further paid options for mini-sites and advertising including additional 
business information, social media links, image gallery and more.)

You can add your business to the DIRECTORY HERE.
GUSHBOOK ONLINE.
MOBILE APPLICATION.
EVENT CALENDAR.
For further information and inquiries: 
052-593-8272; INFO@GUSHBOOK.CO.IL

http://gushphon.co.il/
http://GushBook.co.il/en/add-business/
http://GushBook.co.il/en
http://GushApp.co.il/en
http://GushBook.co.il/en/event-calendar/
mailto:info%40GushBook.co.il?subject=
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N e t w o r k i n g  I n  G u s h  E t z i o n 
by Tali Cohen

Welcome home, it is great that you are here! 
As a resident of Gush Etzion for the past 32 years, I get excited anew for each new oleh that arrives. 
It is an honor and a privilege that the community of new olim in the area continues to grow 
throughout the years and, thank God, successfully integrate with the local community to create a 
vibrant place to live.

A lot of research discusses the connection between communal stability and the local economy it 
hosts. Thank God, many residents of Gush Etzion are able to make a living locally, working in the 
many educational institutions and other professions that are occupied by local residents in the 
fields of medicine, therapy, law and more. Additionally, in recent years two shopping centers have 
developed in the Gush with a variety of different stores, such that basically anything can be procured 
in Gush Etzion, supporting local business owners while saving residents the arduous commute and 
time spent sitting in traffic to and from Jerusalem.

All that being said, business owners and residents alike have a transparent vested interest in 
furthering the commercial development in our area. A more developed local economy is a win-win 
scenario for both producers and consumers.

As new immigrants you bring unique added value both as businesses and as consumers. In many 
cases, if you have previous business experience, you may be arriving with professional knowledge 
or skills that are less common here. You may be arriving with experience and connections from 
your country of origin that can give you an advantage over your local colleagues. On the other 
hand, in many cases you may need assistance making contacts in order to understand how to 
break into the local market, how to adapt from what was familiar abroad to our area. If you are at 
the beginning of your business career you may need to develop more connections to native Israelis 
and more experienced olim.
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So, how is this done? How does one break into the business scene in Gush Etzion?
It is common knowledge that networking is a great way to create business connections, build 
cooperative relationships and increase referrals and revenue for your business. The phrase 
"networking" has entered the Hebrew language but the original Hebrew phrase for networking is 
"rishut iski" (רישות עסקי) – literally "business netting".

You can network at any time in any place – at Rami Levi, in line at the health clinic, in a tremp 
to Jerusalem or at the bus stop on the way home to your yishuv, but it will be circumstantial and 
unprofessional, with no guarantee to increase your revenue or develop your business..

The professional and productive way to network is in groups that are dedicated for this purpose or 
in educational gathering for business owners that double as a networking opportunity.

Today, in Gush Etzion there are two main infrastructures for business networking.
One is a group for women who own businesses called "Nshi Iski" (נשי עסקי) which meets 
in the Matnas of Gush Etzion as well as in the Matnas of Efrat. The second group involves 
dedicated evenings for both male and female business owners that meets bi-monthly to 
further business education and networking as part of an initiative called – "Bonim Kehila 
Iskit" (בונים קהילה עסקית), that meets in the Gush Etzion Moetza.         
                                   .
As the managers of Nshi Iski and Bonim Kehila we invite you to take advantage of the 
opportunities that exist here to network and meet the local business demographic. If there is 
sufficient demand, we would be happy to open a group for English-speaking women this year.

Wish you all the best and a smooth landing! 

Tali Cohen ( 052-607-1864) and Anat Levi (052-423-2531) are co-founding trailblazers of 
local business networks Nshi Iski and  Bonim Kehilla Iskit. They are dedicated to facilitating 
diverse economic growth in Gush Etzion. Feel free to reach out by phone (listed above), email at 
NASHYESKI@GMAIL.COM or FACEBOOK .

mailto:nashyeski%40gmail.com%20?subject=
https://www.facebook.com/nashyeski/
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For More info:
Yakovb@gush-etzion.org.il

o52. 694. 2856  

גוש עציון בית ישראלי
גבולם

בנים ל
ושבו 

מועצה אזורית
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